NetRef Empowers Teachers
to Keep Students on
Task from Anywhere
Learn how Simms Independent School District (TX) has
found unique ways to use NetRef while in the classroom
or teaching remotely.

“

(The previous program)
wouldn’t tell us exactly
how much time they were
spending on things off
campus, and we needed
that because we weren’t

Misty Roberts is the Campus Technology Specialist for Simms ISD, assisting staff
anytime they have a tech issue and making sure the district’s technology programs are
implemented and running smoothly. Simms’ one-to-one tech initiative provides takehome devices for 275 students in grades 6-12 and devices for in-school use for students
in grades K-5. While most of Simms’ students are learning on-site during the 2020-21
school year, the district is supporting remote learners on a case-by-case basis.

Simms Switches to NetRef
Prior to their adoption of NetRef in August 2020, the district was using another device
monitoring program they were admittedly happy with. But when a principal shared
NetRef with her as another option, Roberts reached out to a NetRef rep. She learned
NetRef has reporting features their current solution didn’t offer, and it was less
expensive. The other solution also only tracked student device activity on-campus.
But once students left the network, the district no longer had insight into what was
happening on those devices. With the onset of COVID in spring 2020, Roberts says Simms
needed a program that had the ability to monitor student engagement off-campus. That
made switching to NetRef a no-brainer.

sure exactly what was
going to happen with
distance learning.
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Ensuring Testing Fidelity and Keeping Students On-Task
For on-site learning, Roberts says teachers often apply NetRef’s Blocklist to redirect an individual
student. Teachers also use NetRef to lock students into a quiz, preventing access to outside sources
and ensuring test security.

The Blocklist
prevents student
access to sites
teachers or the
district have
designated as
distracting or
inappropriate.

Teachers have also found ways to employ NetRef in the classroom to practice social distancing. For
example, using NetRef, a teacher can be at his or her desk and see what’s on a student’s screen. If
the student isn’t on task, the teacher can send a private message through the NetRef dashboard to
redirect that student or even turn off that student’s access to the Internet while remaining at a safe
distance. This use of NetRef to aid in social distancing is just one example of teachers’ creativity and
NetRef’s flexibility to meet the needs of educators right now.

“

You can block that one student and you don’t have to punish the whole class.
You can make sure that one kid stays on task.
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Helping Teachers Inside and Outside the Classroom
While most Simms students are learning in the classroom, even when teachers aren’t there with
them, they can login to NetRef to make sure students are on task. Recently, a substitute instructor
reached out to the teacher she was filling in for with a student concern. The substitute had repeatedly
tried, without success, to get the student back on task. The substitute contacted the teacher with
her concern. Even though the teacher was at a training and not in the classroom with the distracted
student, she was able to log into NetRef and send a private message to redirect the student.

Send a direct message to an
individual student, a group of
students, or the whole class.

Generate a list of the top sites an
individual student or class visits
to see where and how they’re
spending their time online.

Understanding Student Engagement and ROI
At the administrative and district level, Simms’ staff has more favorite NetRef features. The district
uses NetRef to review the list of top sites students visit to check engagement — and they’re proud to
say this data from NetRef shows the top sites are educational. Roberts also uses NetRef to see which
students are using the most data, and to monitor those who repeatedly try to access non-education
sites. In the spring when she starts planning for the 2021-22 school year, Roberts looks forward to
running the ROI reports to see which paid EdTech programs the district is fully utilizing and which
they may need to invest more PD time in or reevaluate their license.
Given the number of uses Simms has already found for NetRef, there’s sure to be even more in the
coming school years.
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